Artistic Statement: Created as a group

We believe that it takes individuals to create a thriving community, just as it takes multiple pieces to create the picture in a mosaic.
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Intent

To portray ideas about a corrupt community, showing the cause and effect of every action whether it be positive of negative, but to show the effect that every person has in a community using chorographic devices and all of the elements of dance.
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Artistic Statement: A Corrupt Community

In a community, each individual has the power to positively and negatively transform the environment around them. Elements such as their race, sex, culture and beliefs can conduce change to the society, and can also promote thoughts of rejection and acceptance of an idea from these features. In this community, everyone speaks their own mind, leading us believe that the
power of a close mind can lead to issues in a society while an open mind can solve them.

Working together to dispel the refusal of views and judgement causes hesitation; change of thought may cause controversy in the community, but will always work out for the better good of all.

Artistic Statement: Created as a group

We believe that it takes individuals to create a thriving community, just as it takes multiple pieces to create the picture in a mosaic.
to show trust that can form in our community
  connecting + leading
  (following)
  Relationships
  to show how a pair reacts in our community

Theme: corrupt community - from how individuals all make up a community

Foreign 30 second phrase

Dynamics
  quality to better show differences between individuals
  tempos change faster tempos compared to other phrases

Actions
  gestures to show uniqueness that will separate and isolate her from the group
  jumps/ elevation
  represent sporadic change to look different from first phrase

Isolation
  people go different directions in our community
  see packs
  direction change